
 

Micro:Bit Puppet "Text Message" System!
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2 x Micro:Bit 

Micro:Bit microcontroller

https://www.adafruit.com/product/3362 

2 x Servo 

Standard Servo, 180 degree rotation

https://www.adafruit.com/product/155 

1 x Alligator Clips to Breadboard Jumpers 

Small Alligator Clip to Male Jumper Wire Bundle - 12

Pieces

https://www.adafruit.com/product/

3255 

Intro 

Nearly all of our wireless communication is done using radio waves*, including phone

calls, text messages, and WiFi. With its built-in radio transmitters and receivers, the

Micro:Bit microcontroller makes it super easy to build all sorts of projects with radio

communication.

This particular project is a simple & quick way to send text messages between two

Micro:Bit microcontrollers – the sender writes a (short) message that is transmitted via

radio to the receiving Micro:Bit, which shakes a lil’ puppet using a servo motor, and

then displays the message on the Micro:Bit LED screen. Each Micro:Bit can be both a

sender and receiver.

It’s sort of like a two-person Twitter.. if the tweet notified you via dancing cardboard

robot puppet!

*Radio waves are long-wavelength light waves. Check out the electromagnetic

spectrum here ()!

Materials & Tools 

Electronic Parts

Puppet (or other Message Alert System) Materials

- Cardboard (approx. 2 ft. x 1 ft.)

- Paper Fasteners (13 or more)

- Skewers (5 or more)
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Tools

- Hot Glue Gun

- Scissors and/or utility knife (e.g. exacto knife)

- Pencil

- Ruler or other straightedge 

Build the Incoming Message Alert Puppet! 

Step 1: Build a cardboard puppet like the one shown in the photo or create your own!

Use the paper fasteners to make joints. 
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Step 2: Build a mounting system to attach the puppet to the servo with skewers and

cardboard. 

I used a magnet to attach the puppet to the servo mounting system because magnets

are awesome, but you can also use glue, tape, velcro, or a variety of other adhesives!
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Step 3: Build a stand for the puppet:

- On an approx. 6 in. x 12 in. cardboard sheet, measure, mark, and cut a hole for the

servo body so that the arms of the servo rest against the front of the cardboard sheet.

- Cut two triangles out of cardboard and glue them on the back of the stand so that

the stand, well, stands upright!

- Cut a hole for the Micro:Bit wires to thread through and add two pushpins on the

front to hold the Micro:Bit.
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Code the Two Micro:Bits! 

To start, choose one Micro:Bit to be the sender and the other Micro:Bit to be the recei

ver. Once both are working as expected, add in the code for both roles.

Use the Make Code Micro:Bit website () to program each Micro:Bit. As this is intended

as a beginner project, the whole system can be built using the block-based

programming language, although adaptations are encouraged and appreciated! 

If there is more than one pair of Micro:Bits in the room (i.e. in a classroom setting),

remember to set different radio group numbers for each pair.

Click the photo below to make it larger if you can't read the text in detail!
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The sender sends a (short) text based on user inputs over radio, like the example

above. Pretty simple! 

The receiver moves the servo when an incoming text is received, then scrolls the

message text on the LED screen, like in the example below.

Press the reset button to stop sending/receiving the incoming message.

Click the photo below to make it larger if you can't read the text in detail!

Connect the Servo! 

Connect the servo red wire to the Micro:Bit 3V power pin, the servo black wire to

Micro:Bit ground pin, and the servo white (or yellow) wire to the Micro:Bit input pin P0.
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We like to use these Alligator-to-Breadboard cables but you can also DIY your own

with plain alligator clips and some wire

Small Alligator Clip to Male Jumper Wire

Bundle - 12 Pieces 

For bread-boarding with unusual non-

header-friendly surfaces, these cables will

be your best friends! No longer will you

have long strands of alligator clips that

are grabbing little...

https://www.adafruit.com/product/3255 

Send all the Messages! 

Program both Micro:Bits to be both a sender and a receiver so you can communicate

back and forth. Then switch power from the laptop to the battery pack and test out

your wireless communication system! When the sender sends a message, the puppet

will notify you to check the LED screen so that you can see the incoming message.

How far of a range can you get? Test it out!

There are tons of other extensions to this introductory project, here are some

possibilities:
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- Add more message options by adding more inputs or changing how those inputs are

read; 

- Instead of a table-top alert system, build a wearable alert system;

- Send voice messages and/or other sounds.

Happy building!
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